
PENTHOUSE 4 BEDROOMS 4 BATHROOMS IN 
BENAHAVÍS

 Benahavís

REF# V4449808 2.450.000 €

BEDS

4

BATHS

4

BUILT

218 m²

TERRACE

230 m²

Strategically located between vibrant Marbella and Benahavís, this residence is located in the exclusive 
residential area of ??"El Madroñal". Its accesses, from La Quinta or the Ronda highway, place it a stone's 
throw from the beaches and the center of neighboring cities. Its architecture has been meticulously 
designed to offer stunning panoramic views without compromising privacy.

This enclave enjoys the privacy of nature and is located in a true oasis of tranquility, without neglecting 
security and privacy. High-quality materials carefully selected for their excellence and elegance create a 
sophisticated and functional atmosphere.
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This luxurious 450 square meter apartment is the home of your dreams. The master bedroom, measuring 
40 square meters, is a true gem with a large dressing room and a spacious bathroom that offers direct 
access to the terrace. The three additional bedrooms also feature private bathrooms and generous closets.

In total, this exceptional space stands out for its architectural design, its strategic location and its high-
quality materials, creating an environment that combines beauty and functionality. A corner of luxury and 
comfort that welcomes you to the Costa del Sol.

Live the life of your dreams in this paradise in Marbella, where elegance and comfort come together in a 
setting of panoramic views and sublime privacy
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